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Abstract
In clinical trials, Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) questionnaire data are added up to total scores before analysis, assuming equal contribution of each separate question. Item Response Theory (IRT)-based analysis avoids this by using individual question responses to determine the latent variable (ψ), which represents a measure of depression severity. However, utilization of IRT in early phase trials remains difficult, because large datasets are needed to develop IRT models. Therefore, we aimed to evaluate the application and assumptions of a reference IRT model for analysis of an early phase trial. A cross-over, placebo-controlled study investigating the effect of intravenous racemic ketamine on MADRS scores in patients with treatment-resistant major depressive disorder was used as a case study. One hundred forty-seven MADRS responses were measured in 17 patients at five timepoints (predose to 2 weeks after dosing). Two reference IRT models based on different patient populations were selected from literature and used to determine ψ, while testing multiple approaches regarding assumed data distribution. Use of ψ versus total score to determine treatment effect was compared through linear mixed model analysis. Results showed that determined ψ values did not differ significantly between assumed distributions, but were significantly different when changing reference IRT model. Estimated treatment effect size was not significantly affected by chosen approach nor reference population. Finally, increased precision to determine treatment effect was achieved by using IRT versus total scores. This demonstrates the usefulness of reference IRT model application for analysis of questionnaire data in early phase clinical trials.

Study Highlights
WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE TOPIC?
In clinical trial analyses, individual item scores in rater-based questionnaires, such as the Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) are added up to total scores before analysis, assuming equal contribution of each separate question.
Early proof-of-concept (PoC) clinical trials investigating novel pharmacological treatments for mental disorders, such as major depressive disorder (MDD), often utilize interview-based rating instruments as a primary end point because established biomarkers are lacking. Currently, the Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS), among others, is considered one of the golden standards to determine MDD severity and to quantify treatment effects. It consists of 10 items, each rated between 0 and 6 by a trained clinician during a clinical interview. The separate scores of each individual item are typically combined in a total score that monitors overall (change in) MDD severity, where higher total scores represent greater MDD severity, and vice versa, following therapeutic interventions. By doing so, it is assumed that each item contributes equally to the total score and therefore MDD severity because no item-specific weighting is applied to, for instance, core symptoms of depression as opposed to additional symptoms related to depression. For example, an individual who scores high on suicidal thoughts, but low on reduced appetite can theoretically be regarded equally depressed as an individual who scored high on reduced appetite and low on suicidal thoughts, even though the individual MDD severity might differ between such subjects. In other words, different sets of individual answers may have similar total scores, from which it could be concluded there is no difference in disease severity whereas this might not necessarily be the case from a phenomenological perspective.

In contrast to a total score analysis, item response theory (IRT) incorporates all available information from the individual questionnaire item responses into one latent variable ($\psi$) value, which represents the disease severity. An IRT model is based on the probabilities for answers or scores to be given to items dependent on the underlying disease severity or $\psi$ value, also called the item characteristic curves (ICCs). The ICC's are generally defined with logit functions, which rely on two parameters: item discrimination (i.e., the ability of an item to discriminate between $\psi$ values, or the steepness of the curve) and difficulty (i.e., the value of $\psi$ where the probability of a certain score is 50%, or the location of the curve on the $\psi$ scale).

For the MADRS, in case of the previous example, this can be translated to higher discrimination and lower difficulty parameters for the question about suicidal thoughts compared to reduced appetite: a change in score from 2 to 3 for suicidal thoughts is a more reliable indication of increased MDD severity (item discrimination) compared to a similar increase for reduced appetite, whereas higher scores may be reached less quickly for suicidal thoughts than for reduced appetite with the same MDD severity (item difficulty).

The benefit of IRT-based analysis versus total score analysis of clinical trial data has already been demonstrated by studies using both empirical and simulation data to show that estimation of the treatment effect is less biased when applying IRT. IRT has also increasingly been applied in the field of nonlinear mixed effects (NLME) modeling, where longitudinal models describing disease progression and treatment effect are now
developed based on the change in $\psi$ over time instead of the total score.\textsuperscript{3,8–14} Many of these studies have shown that the statistical power to determine treatment effect using an IRT approach is higher when compared to using the total score data in NLME modeling.\textsuperscript{6,10,13} These studies either used hypothetical questionnaires for simulations or were based on data from questionnaires used in clinical practice, such as the State Trait Anxiety Index Dutch Y-version (STAI-DY), the Exacerbation of Chronic Pulmonary Disease Tool (EXACT), the Unified Parkinsons Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS), and Hamilton depression rating scale (HAM-D-17). Similar benefits of IRT-based analysis are to be expected for determination of treatment effect in clinical trials using the MADRS as endpoint for MDD, however, this is yet to be demonstrated.

Unfortunately, large datasets are required to develop IRT models. Depending on the number of questions and possible categories in case of ordinal data, a relatively high number of parameters needs to be estimated. Several simulation studies have investigated this interplay of available data and parameter recovery precision; however, only few provide concrete guidelines.\textsuperscript{6,7,15} For instance, it has been reported that at least 250–500 calibration measurements are necessary for accurate recovery of item parameters for a graded response model with up to 5 categories.\textsuperscript{3,16} For an example study where the MADRS, with greater than five categories, is measured five times during both active and placebo treatment visits in a PoC trial of 20 subjects, this minimum number of measurements would already not be achieved. The data availability is therefore a limiting factor for the application of IRT in early phase clinical trials, yet the results from PoC trials significantly impact go/no-go decisions in subsequent development phases.

An alternative to de novo development of IRT models for PoC trials would be to apply existing reference models.\textsuperscript{5} Assuming that the selected rater-based questionnaire displays similar psychometric characteristics in both the population of interest and the reference population (i.e., the population used for the IRT model development), item-specific score data can be transformed to $\psi$ data. Such data can then be used for NLME modeling or, in case of sparse longitudinal data, statistical analyses such as linear mixed effects models or mixed models for repeated measures.\textsuperscript{6,7} Still, the application of reference IRT models to investigate treatment effects in early phase clinical studies still finds itself in its infancy.

Therefore, the aim of this study is to apply a reference IRT model to a relatively small but robust clinical dataset, to (1) demonstrate the benefits of IRT in early phase clinical trials in psychiatry and (2) to assess the risk of bias related to model assumption(s). To achieve these objectives, data from an early phase clinical trial investigating the effect of ketamine as treatment for treatment-resistant MDD using the MADRS as primary outcome were used as a case study.

**METHODS**

**Clinical trial data**

Data from a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, cross-over study evaluating the effects of ketamine on resting state functional brain connectivity in patients with MDD, conducted at the Centre for Human Drug Research (The Netherlands) were used for this analysis. The study (EudraCT: 2016-003999-51) was executed according to the International Committee on Harmonization of Good Clinical Practice guidelines and principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by an independent ethics committee (Stichting Beoordeling Ethiek Biomedisch Onderzoek). Oral and written informed consent was obtained from the subjects before the start of the study.

Men and women between 18 and 65 years of age, who met the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (4th Edition) diagnostic criteria for MDD without psychotic features at screening (confirmed by the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview), with a HAMD-17 total score of greater than or equal to 18 at screening and first visit, and who demonstrated partial or no response to treatment with a serotonin reuptake inhibitor or serotonin-noradrenaline reuptake inhibitor despite a therapeutic dose for at least 4 weeks of treatment, were included. Use of concomitant antidepressant treatment was allowed if not newly started during the study period and if the dose remained unchanged.

Patients received a single dose of 0.5 mg/kg racemic ketamine or placebo via an intravenous (i.v.) infusion during 40 min. Subjects had two inpatient treatment visits with a washout period of 21 days. The MADRS was conducted according to the MADRS structured interview guide (MADRS-SIGMA\textsuperscript{17}) by trained physicians at pre-dose, 100 min, 24 h and 1 week after start of infusion during both treatment visits and at 2 weeks after start of infusion during the first visit only. A more detailed description of the study design will be available elsewhere (K. Recourt, G.E. Jacobs, N. Drenth, J. van de Grond, K. Nishigori, J.M.A. van Gerven, unpublished data).

**Reference IRT model application**

Carmody et al.\textsuperscript{18} reported two IRT models with different sets of item parameters based on MADRS questionnaire...
responses in two different populations (Table S1). The first population consisted of 208 patients with MDD (89%) and 25 patients (11%) with bipolar disorder, suffering from treatment-resistant depression and participating in a study on adjunctive vagus nerve stimulation on top of their current medication (referred to as Carmody #1). The second population consisted of 985 patients with MDD, who participated in a randomized, placebo- and comparator-controlled clinical trial testing a new antidepressant. In this second population, treatment-resistant patients were excluded (Carmody #2). Population demographics are listed in Table S2. Data at study exit were used for IRT model development for both populations. Of these two populations, the first population is considered to be most alike the ketamine study population, because both studies included treatment-resistant patients, and therefore IRT model parameters from the first population are used for this analysis. IRT model parameters from the second population are used to investigate differences in results when a different, less comparable, reference population is used.

Distribution of the data

IRT model parameters as reported by Carmody et al. were used to extract values of $\psi_{kij}$, where $k$ is treatment visit (ketamine or placebo), $i$ is subject, and $j$ is scheduled time. $\psi_{kij}$ was determined by finding the $\psi$ value for which the likelihood to observe the provided set of item scores was largest, given the (fixed) ICC curves. More information about the IRT model structure and ICC curves is provided in the Appendix S1.

Three different approaches regarding the assumed distribution of the data were tested while the item parameters remained fixed. In approach A, the latent variable was not assumed to follow any prespecified distribution. Separate parameters ($\theta$) were assigned to each measurement of each subject during each treatment and were all simultaneously estimated:

$$\psi_{kij} = \theta_{kij}$$ (1)

In approach B, it was assumed that all measurements at a certain timepoint during one specific visit arose from the same normal distribution:

$$\psi_{kij} = \theta_{k} + \eta_{kij}$$ (2)

$$\eta_{kij} \sim N(0, \sigma^2_{kij})$$ (3)

where $\theta$ is the estimated population mean per treatment per timepoint and $\eta$ is the individual variability for this measurement resulting from a normal distribution with variance $\sigma^2$, which is estimated per treatment per timepoint. In approach C, no parameters were estimated as it was assumed that all data belonged to the same distribution of the reference population (i.e., a standard normal distribution; a common practice in IRT model development to ensure the model parameters are identifiable): $\psi_{kij} = 0 + \eta_{kij}$ (4)

$$\eta_{kij} \sim N(0, 1)$$ (5)

where $\eta_{kij}$ was resampled from the standard normal distribution for each timepoint per treatment per subject. $\psi_{kij}$ were derived using the final parameter estimates in case of approach A and the Empirical Bayes Estimates (EBEs) in case of approaches B and C.

Reference population

To assess the possible bias related to a wrong choice of model, the second IRT model reported by Carmody et al. was used to determine values of $\psi_{kij}$. Approach C was used for the distribution of the data (Equations 4 and 5) and results of this approach were thus further specified to Carmody #1 or Carmody #2, respectively.

Model evaluation

The ICCs of the two IRT models from Carmody et al. were visualized and the ability of the models to describe the data was evaluated with goodness-of-fit (GOF) plots. Frequency-plots (also known as mirror plots) were created by simulating the individual item scores 1000 times using the population parameters (approach A) or EBEs (approaches B and C) that were derived from fitting the models as values for $\psi$. For each determined $\psi$ value, the cumulative probabilities for the increasing scores were calculated per item using the ICC’s and a score was then simulated by drawing a random number from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1. The median and 95% prediction interval of the relative frequencies of the simulated scores per item were then plotted over the observed responses. Additionally, generalized additive models (GAMs) were used to create non-parametric ICC smooth plots of the ICCs based on both observed and simulated data. Uncertainty in estimation of population parameters (approaches A and B) and determination of EBEs (approaches B and C) was assessed with their relative standard error (RSE) obtained from the NONMEM reported variance–covariance matrix and variance of the posterior density distribution, respectively.
Linear mixed effects modeling

To assess the impact of the different approaches and to determine the treatment effect, linear mixed effects models were fitted to (1) the total score data and (2) the $\psi_{kij}$ data derived from each approach (A, B, C Carmody #1 or C Carmody #2). The linear mixed effects model structure was prespecified, based on analysis methods from the original statistical analysis plan and fixed factors consisted of treatment, visit, time, and treatment by time, and random factors consisted of subject, subject by treatment, and subject by time and the predose value as covariate. Influence on determination of $\psi_{kij}$ value and treatment effect size due to chosen approach (A, B or C Carmody #1 or #2) was investigated by inclusion of approach as fixed factor and inclusion of an interaction term between treatment and approach, respectively. Inclusion of these terms and the treatment effect in general were considered significant when $p < 0.05$ as resulting from the analysis of covariance, using the restricted maximum likelihood method. A more detailed description of the analysis is available in Appendix S1.

To visually compare the difference in statistical power resulting from previously described approaches, the standard error of the contrast was also used to calculate the power to determine treatment effect in a cross-over study for different samples sizes with a one sample $t$-test.

A schematic representation of the different steps described in the methods section is shown in Figure S1.

Software

The $\psi_{kij}$ values were obtained using maximum likelihood approximation in NONMEM (version 7.5) with the Laplacian estimation method. Data transformation, analysis, and visualization was done in R (version 4.0.3). Automatic generation of model code and GAM smooth plots was done using the Piraid package in R. Linear mixed effects modeling was done in R using the lme4 and lmerTest packages.

RESULTS

Clinical trial data

In total, 147 MADRS questionnaires were completed in 17 patients. One patient did not complete the study, of whom only data of the placebo treatment visit were available. All patients used concomitant antidepressant medication consistent with the selection criteria. Population demographics at study start are listed in Table S2. Total scores are visualized in Figure 1, showing that, compared to the data after placebo treatment, total score data after ketamine treatment were generally observed at a lower level at 100 min, 24 h, and 1 week after treatment. Item-specific and total score data are also available in the Tables S3 and S4.

Reference IRT model application and evaluation

ICC’s of both available literature models are visualized in Figures 2 and 3. These figures show that the response patterns for item 1 (apparent sadness), 2 (reported sadness), and 8 (inability to feel) are highly similar between populations, whereas the curves for item 3 (inner tension) and 4

![FIGURE 1](image-url)
(reduced sleep) are spread over a smaller range of $\psi$ values for the second population. In addition, the curve for the highest score of item 10 (suicidal thoughts) was not described for the second population, resulting in a highest possible score of 5 and not 6.

Estimated population parameter values of approaches A and B are listed in Tables S5 and S6. For both approaches, RSE% values of parameters often succeeded the 50% threshold, with a median RSE% value of 39.7% (interquartile range [IQR]: 27.2%–68.3%) for approach A. For approaches B and C, median RSE% values of the EBEs were 68.0% (IQR: 47.0%–136.5%) and 39.7% (IQR: 27.6%–69.4%), respectively.

The individual $\psi$ estimates for each approach are visualized in Figure 4. Regardless of the chosen approach, individual profiles showed highly similar trends over time and differences between approaches were very small compared to the observed range. One exception, however, is subject 14, where the different approaches resulted in more variable estimates during the ketamine treatment visit at 24h. Further inspection of the data showed that all items had been answered with 0 at this particular measurement, except for item 4 (reduced sleep) which was answered with 1. Use of different reference populations (approach C Carmody #1 vs. C Carmody #2) resulted in an overall increase in $\psi$ values, whereas individual trends over time remained similar.

As no large differences between derived $\psi$ values were observed except for the sensitivity regarding scores almost all being 0 and given that population parameter estimates resulting from approaches A and B were uncertain, further IRT model evaluation focused on approach C. The ability of the reference model to adequately describe the data was evaluated with frequency plots and GAM smooth plots. The low number of observations available resulted in a very discrete scale of frequencies, which should be regarded with care when compared to the predicted probabilities. Especially in case of the GAM smooth plot (Figures S2 and S3), from which it only can be concluded...
that not enough data are available for it to be useful for evaluation.

The frequency plot (Figure 5) shows that for most items the observed relative frequency for a certain score is within the 95% prediction interval of the simulated probability for that score. In general, the probability for the lowest score ($Y = 0$) is mispredicted most often, which can be seen by the discrepancy in height of the observed and simulated bars, especially for items 4 (reduced sleep), 5 (reduced appetite), and 10 (suicidal thoughts). Higher scores were sometimes also observed outside the simulated 95% prediction interval, such as the scores of 3 for item 3 (inner tension) and 3 and 4 for item 6 (concentration difficulties). Only minor differences in simulated relative frequencies between the two different reference populations (Carmody #1 and Carmody #2) can be observed, as the 95% prediction intervals overlap for most item scores with the exceptions of score 0 for item 4 (reduced sleep) and score 2 for item 9 (pessimistic thoughts).

**Linear mixed effects modeling**

Two linear mixed effects models were fitted, describing either the total score data or the $\psi$ values resulting from the different approaches (A, B, C Carmody #1 or C Carmody #2). At first, inclusion of approach as fixed factor in the linear model describing $\psi$ was significant ($p < 0.001$), showing that significant differences in $\psi$ values exist between approaches. Refitting of the model with only $\psi$ data resulting from approaches A, B, and C Carmody #1 to compare between assumptions on distribution only, resulted in no significance for approach as fixed factor ($p = 0.61$), whereas refitting with $\psi$ data from approaches C Carmody #1 and C Carmody #2 to compare between reference models only, did result in significance ($p < 0.001$), which is in line with the results previously shown in Figure 4. Treatment effect size was not affected by choice of approach nor reference population, because inclusion of the interaction term between...
treatment and approach was not significant in any of the models discussed above (all approaches included: $p = 0.88$; approaches A, B, and C Carmody #1 included; $p = 0.79$, approaches C Carmody #1 and C Carmody #2 included: $p = 0.97$).

The same linear mixed effects model structure as was used for the total score was used to fit the $\psi$ data resulting from approach C Carmody #1. Resulting parameters of both linear mixed effects models are listed in Table S7.

Estimated means of the contrast between placebo and ketamine treatment were 5.355 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 2.571–8.139, $p = 0.0009$) for the total score and 0.480 (95% CI: 0.284–0.676, $p < 0.0001$) for $\psi$. Treatment effect of ketamine on the total MADRS score was significant, but use of $\psi$ resulted in a lower $p$ value. Nevertheless, the general trends in estimated mean $\psi$ and total score over time, shown in Figure 6, are highly similar. The difference in sample size required to determine a treatment effect in a

**Figure 4** Derived $\psi_{kj}$ values over time per subject per treatment using item parameters reported by Carmody et al.\textsuperscript{18} based on different assumptions for the distribution of the data. Item parameters were either based on patients with treatment resistant MDD or bipolar disorder (Carmody #1) or non-treatment resistant MDD (Carmody #2). Approach A–C are described in the Methods section. $\psi$ = latent variable (depression severity), MDD, major depressive disorder.
**FIGURE 5** Frequency plots of the probability for an observed or simulated score as predicted using the IRT model parameters reported by Carmody et al.\textsuperscript{18} while using approach C for the distribution of the data. Simulated (points and error bars) and observed (gray lines) scores are stratified per item. Item parameters were based on patients with treatment-resistant MDD or bipolar disorder (Carmody #1) or patients with non-treatment resistant MDD (Carmody #2). The simulated scores show the median and 95% prediction intervals (error bars) of 1000 simulations. IRT, Item Response Theory; MDD, major depressive disorder.

**FIGURE 6** Estimated means over time per treatment resulting from the linear mixed effects modeling of total score or $\psi$ data. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval of the estimated mean. $\psi =$ latent variable (depression severity). MADRS, Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale.
cross-over study when using total score versus $\psi$ is further demonstrated in Figure 7.

**DISCUSSION**

This paper reports the application of a reference IRT model to transform separate MADRS item scores derived from a clinical study to a latent variable, $\psi$, which can be considered a value for depression severity. In this randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, cross-over study, 17 patients with MDD received placebo and a single i.v. administration of an established antidepressant, ketamine. The transformed data were used to evaluate treatment effect and compared to the more common analysis of total MADRS score. To assess potential biases related to the use of a reference IRT model, different assumptions regarding the prespecified distribution of $\psi$ data were tested and two reference IRT models were used. It was shown that assuming the data to be part of the reference distribution is preferred over estimating distribution parameters, as these cannot be estimated with high certainty while resulting $\psi$ values are similar. The individual trends over time were generally unaffected by choice of assumption, except for data close to the minimum and maximum values (i.e., [almost] all item responses are either 0 or 6). Analysis of the data with a linear mixed model indicated that resulting $\psi$ values were dependent on reference population, although treatment effect sizes were similar between both groups. When compared to the use of total MADRS scores, the trend of $\psi$ over time for both the ketamine and placebo treatments was similar. However, use of $\psi$ derived from separate MADRS item scores as outcome in a linear mixed model analysis was shown to be superior in terms of precision of the treatment contrast estimate over the whole study period, demonstrating the usefulness and successful application of IRT as analysis method in early PoC clinical trials when only limited data are available.

A reference IRT model can only be applied when one is confident that the reference population and study population have similar psychometric characteristics, as it can then be assumed that the previously found relation between disease severity and response can indeed be used for extrapolation. The studied population here and the first reference population reported by Carmody et al. both suffered from (relatively) treatment resistant MDD and were therefore labeled as most compatible, but this reference population also included a small number of patients with bipolar depression. Furthermore, the reference population was relatively older (mean: 47.2 years, SD: 8.9 vs. mean: 26.8, SD: 7.3) and had higher HAMD-17 (mean: 21.9, SD: 4.4 vs. mean: 19.2, SD: 1.9) and MADRS (mean: 31.9, SD: 6.7 vs. mean: 26.6, SD: 4.0) total scores at the start of the study compared to the study population prior to dosing. Although it could be argued that these differences in demographics are not likely to influence the way patients respond to a rater-based interview, this cannot be ruled out and should be considered when interpreting the data. For example, cultural differences may result in different “true” discrimination or difficulty parameters for certain items for the study population compared to the reference population.

When results based on the first reference population were compared with the second reference population, which did not include any treatment-resistant patients with MDD and would thus theoretically pose larger concern regarding compatibility, individual trends over time barely differed and the treatment effect did not change.

**FIGURE 7** Calculated power to determine a treatment effect of ketamine on $\psi$ or total score over different sample sizes in a cross-over design. MADRS, Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale.
indicating similar psychometric properties of both populations. Interestingly, however, use of the second reference model did result in an overall increase in $\psi$. Because the scale of $\psi$ is in SD to the mean (i.e., 0) of the reference population, the distance in $\psi$ of the study population to the mean depression severity of the reference population was increased for the second population compared to the first, confirming that the second population was generally less severely depressed than the first (reflected by lower HAMD-17 and MADRS scores at baseline as well). Drawing conclusions based on absolute $\psi$ values thus may be questionable when reference IRT models were used to obtain them, considering the large impact of choice of reference population, and research should focus on relative changes in $\psi$ over time or between groups instead. Of note, the clinical relevance of changes in MADRS total scores are often assessed in terms of “remission” (total score $\leq 12$) and “response” ($\geq 50\%$ reduction).24 In light of results presented here, a similar target for “response” (i.e., a relative reduction) might be defined on the $\psi$ scale, but the basic definition of “remission” (an absolute decrease) based on a threshold value would need to be evaluated.

The ability of a model to correctly describe or predict a new dataset is usually readily evaluated by assessment of parameter uncertainty and GOF plots, which was also performed in this report. As both approaches for which parameters had to be estimated (i.e., A and B) resulted in a large number of parameters with RSE greater than 50%, which is not unexpected considering the limited amount of data, one may question how certain we are of the $\psi$ output. Indeed, in case of the outlier included in this dataset, it is possible these approaches either overestimated (approach A) or underestimated (B) the true value. Therefore, assuming the data are part of the reference distribution (approach C) would be preferred for using IRT model outcomes for further statistical analysis in early phase clinical trials with small datasets, considering this approach avoids imprecise parameter estimation and is affected less by outliers.

Evaluation of the IRT model performance using GOF plots commonly used for IRT model development,3 on the other hand, did not provide very valuable insights as the small size of the dataset and its discrete nature made it hard to interpret results. This effectively rendered the GAM smooth plots uninformative whereas they would normally provide more capability of identifying ICC misspecification than the frequency plots. Because no longitudinal or disease progression model was developed, evaluation through commonly used visual predictive checks by simulation was not possible. Further stratification of the frequency plot per timepoint might have provided comparable information, however, this would have resulted in even more discreteness of the data and interpretation would be hampered further. The frequency plot showed that the model was generally able to predict the data accurately, but mispredictions did occur throughout the range of scores and especially for the lowest score for some items. However, the discrimination parameters of most of these items were low, which is indicative for the fact that the items do not contribute much information for the determination of the latent variable.18 Therefore, the impact of a possible model misspecification for these items is small.

Because other IRT models are lacking for this specific questionnaire, utilization of the IRT model of Carmody et al.18 was the only option for the IRT-based analysis of the MADRS presented here. The sample size of the population upon which Carmody #1 was based was sufficient but would preferably have been larger ($N=233$ vs. recommended minimum of $\sim 250^{3,16}$). Still, results using Carmody #2 ($N=985$) were similar. Estimation of IRT model parameters with the available clinical dataset ($N=147$), while using the values reported by Carmody et al. as prior information might have been an interesting alternative. However, this would have required merging of scores (e.g., to categories of 0, 1, 2, 3, and >4), because there still would not have been enough observations of some of the higher item scores to estimate their respective difficulty parameters (see Table S3), thus resulting in a loss of information still. As correct use of reference model is an important assumption, this issue of reference model availability and quality needs to be addressed to further enhance use of IRT-based analysis method for early phase clinical trials. For example, one might suggest an international collaborative initiative to gather enough data to build robust reference IRT models, not only for the MADRS, but also for other questionnaires commonly used for clinical drug development in other therapeutic areas.

To conclude, higher sensitivity to detect treatment effects in early PoC clinical trials in psychiatry can potentially be achieved if reference IRT models are (also) applied in the analysis of rater-based questionnaire data instead of total scores, as we demonstrated using data from a study evaluating the effects of single dose ketamine in MDD with the MADRS as the primary outcome as case study. The weight carried by the assumptions regarding the selected reference population and data distribution, when robust methods for evaluation of IRT model performance for small datasets are still lacking, might hamper application of reference IRT models as primary analysis of rater-based questionnaire data in early phase clinical trials. Nevertheless, if IRT-based analyses were to be used systematically for exploratory purposes, as is often done at this stage in drug development, it shows high potential to provide further valuable insights regarding the determination of possible treatment effects in subsequent development phases of novel compounds.
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